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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays we are surrounded by embedded systems. Some
of these systems have a huge impact on our daily life and
some even on our life itself. Therefore the correct functionality
of these systems is important and is part of the system
requirements.

To allow an engineer to meet these requirements some
methods were introduced which are used to analyse the sys-
tems behaviour. Some of these methods have the goal to ensure
safety by analysing possible unforeseen states of the system
and allowing the engineer to deal with them. Sometimes the
same and other methods are used to improve the reliability of
the system.

System engineers are now trying to integrate these methods
into their development processes to get a better usage out of
them. These processes are normally model-based and fall under
the topic of the Model-based System Engineering (MBSE). In
parallel the methods are used in Model-based Safety Analysis
(MBSA). Both kinds of processes are normally separated but
work on the same system models. Therefore it just seems logic
to integrate both processes into one and allow the engineer to
get a direct feedback from the used tools about the system and
the results of the analysis ([1], [2], [3], [4]).

The goal of this paper is to give a short overview of the
current state of the art and to give a short assessment of how
this can be used for the personal goal and the following work.
To do so this paper will start in the following section II with
the personal motivation for the work. Based on that section
III will describe the personal goals and ideas. To complement
these ideas section IV will give a short overview over the
basics of safety and reliability analyses followed by section
V with current approaches from the literature. Section VI will
then give a short summary and conclusion about the presented
approaches and how they can be used for the following work.
As last section the section VII will give an outline about the
following steps.

II. MOTIVATION

Personal experiences have shown that the usage of the
concepts of the MBSE and the MBSA can be really useful
to the design of an embedded system consisting of hardware
and software. Deviating from the system engineering the engi-
neering of an embedded system currently seems less advanced
in this direction.

While the the system engineering processes are evolving
really strong the engineering processes for the integrated
circuit diagrams are more or less stuck in their development.
This can be confusing since the bigger systems developed by
the MBSE processes include these embedded systems. Also
adding confusion is the fact that embedded systems can be
expressed in the same modelling languages the MBSE uses
to develop and express the complete system. As a result the
system might be analysed on the top level in a sophisticated
way while subsystems goes through less effective tests.

These described problematics sometimes still run through
the certification processes. National and international stan-
dards like the IEC 61508 for ”Functional Safety of Elec-
trical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related Sys-
tems” and the sub standards are requiring safety analyses
through all life cycles of a system. The result of the analyses
must be documented and the documents are required for the
certification of the product. The work of analysis is often seen
as kind of additional work for the developer and therefore
disliked. Particularly when there is no additional team for
the safety analysis it can happen that this work is done after
finishing the development. Sometimes it is argued that the time
required for a proper analysis is to long and if the design
changes the work has to be done twice.

As a consequence design flaws stay undetected. The engi-
neer is normally not able to see all the possible system states
and therefore he can easily oversee these flaws. As the result
they can stay undetected or will be detected during the final
analysis for the certification.

When these flaws are detected in the last step the product
is often finished. Prototypes had been build and tested and a
lot of time and resources had been put into the development.
This forces the development team to find a way to argue that
the result is safe enough. Is it possible to explain why the flaw
is under examination of the specific standards an acceptable
risk the product will be released. If the risk is unacceptable the
product goes back to development and causes the company a
loose of time and resources.

Either way, all three situations with a flaw just shouldn’t
happen if they are preventable.

III. OBJECTIVE

As mentioned at the beginning of section II, the processes
of MBSE and circuit design are actually compatible. Also was
mentioned in section I, that a lot of work is currently done



Figure 1. Example of a component in Eagle.

in combining MBSE and MBSA. As consequence it seems
legit to attempt to integrate the automated tests and analyses
of MBSA into the circuit design process.

The total goal is therefore to develop a concept which could
be used by common tool for circuit design like Eagle1. Eagle
and some of its competitors are already supporting a primitive
form of hierarchical circuit design. This new approach in
design allows the new idea to work based on abstraction
concepts known from the software engineering.

Also current tools support connections to simulation pro-
grams for testing the analog circuits of the system. This shows
the used steps of development. The engineer are doing tests
as long as they help him to understand better the system.
On the other hand the tools must be easy to use and must
give useful and understandable results. To support this way
of development the new Eagle competitors MultiSIM BLUE2

and Scheme-it3 included these simulations direct in the tool. To
allow these simulations with the circuit designs the programs
organise the parts in components. Figure 1 shows an example
component generated with Eagle. This component is enriched
by informations about the required metal plates on the circuit
board, simulation behaviour for the analog simulation, and
useful informations like vendors and so on.

The objective of the coming work is therefore to enrich
the component with additional informations useful for safety
and reliability analyses. These informations must be able to
describe behaviour in case of internal faults and in case of
failure spreading from components nearby. Therefore each port
seen in the figure 1 must get additional informations about
incoming and outgoing failures. As result automated safety
and reliability analyses should be done automatically by the
used tool.

Necessary informations for the engineer are in this case
the behaviour of components when one related component
is failing. The engineer needs to know how the fault of
one component in the structure affects neighbour components
and the ability of the whole system to execute its functions
after that. Therefore the analysis method must be able to
understand dependencies between signals like the ones used
by Mariani [5] and Griessnig [6]. Both analysed architectures
for a safety-critical system under the light of standards like IEC
61508. In detail, Mariani analysed how micro-controllers can
be used to ensure safety by finding a way to detect software
failures. Griessnig did this for a CPLD-based architecture.

1http://www.cadsoftusa.com/eagle-pcb-design-software/about-eagle/
2http://www.mouser.com/multisimblue/
3http://www.digikey.com/schemeit

Therefore a goal of the work is to get a method that is
capable of distinguishing between signal flows and understands
redundancy and mitigations in the flows.
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Figure 2. A simple triple modular redundancy arrangement ([7]).

In the example of the figure 2 the solution must be able to
simulate a fault in one component and follow the direction
of the signal. Is for example the module 1 corrupted the
voting element must still be able to put out an accurate output.
Therefore this single fault in module 1 is acceptable to the
system safety and reliability. If another module is failing the
system is in danger and the method must be able to detect this
possible situation.

The required methods should be capable of understanding
these kinds of dependencies and should allow a normal engi-
neer to use the methods freely and most of all allow him to
understand the results. The safety of software on the other hand
should not be part of the solution. Components using software
are often recommended to be seen as components with a 100%
chance for a failure. Thereby the analysis of software won’t
be part of the objective or any sub goals.

IV. SAFETY AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

To analyse a system in a proper form some techniques are
required. First of all there must be something to analyse. For
this purpose it is common to use a model of the system which
should be analysed. The section IV-A therefore describes the
basics of the common modelling techniques. Then the section
IV-B gives an overview over the common techniques for
analysing a model.

A. Models
Classic kinds of models are pure text or user defined

figures. To solve the problem with the variety of the kinds of
models the Object Management Group (OMG) published the
standardised Unified Modelling Language (UML) for software
([8]). This solution nowadays even used in the field of hard-
ware and mechanics to describe the system and its behaviour.
As a result models described in UML can be used for analysing
the system safety. Some research approaches, which will be
described in section V, are building on the UML for automated
analyses of systems.

With the increasing interest for the UML from not com-
puter scientist the OMG released a second language ([9]). The
System Modelling Language (SysML) is based on the UML
and uses some of their diagrams. Also it contains additional
diagrams which can be used to describe architectures in
mechanical and electronically fields.

Friedenthal describes in [10] the current version of the
SysML and how to use it for modelling a system. Safety



aspects however are not part of the current version of the
language. Therefore the UML or the SysML are currently
used to develop a system and the models are then analysed
by experts. Most approaches to automate MBSA are based in
models described in one of these languages.

B. Analysis
Using the provided models the system can be analysed

with standard methods. As basis for the analysis the book
[11] written by Leveson can be used. Leveson uses modern
approaches for safety analyses which are not based on tradi-
tional assumptions like ”a system can only have on fault at the
time”.

The approaches of Leveson might be the most modern and
probably the best at the time. However the ideas are difficult to
integrate into an automated process. The current work in this
direction is based on classic approaches of safety analysis.
Therefore the book [7] written by Storey might be the best
approach since the current research is building up on these
methods.

As basis of the analyses the HAZard and OPerability
studies (HAZOP) can be used. This analytical technique is
used to understand the behaviour of components in the system.
It is based on ”what-if?” questions asked to experts. An
example question from Storey is ”What would be the effect of
an increase in temperature?” By using this kind of questions
in the correct way the engineer should be able to understand
his system in a more profound way and it should allow him to
understand the effects analysed with other techniques. Based
on these characteristics HAZOP can’t be automated but should
be done in parallel to improve additional techniques.

Figure 3. Example of a fault-tree.
Source: en.wikipedia.org

Using the knowledge acquired by using HAZOP and
comparable techniques the system itself and the connections
between the components should be analysed. To do so there are
two standard techniques which were also described by Storey
in [7]. The first technique is the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)
and the second one is the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA).

The FTA uses a top-down approach for analysing a system.
It takes a top-level hazard and analyses down which faults
must occur to create the failure of the top level. The figure 3
illustrates a possible result. At the top is a possible hazard in
the system or subsystem. In a respirator example this could be
the stop of the respiration function. Going down the required
faults are analysed and displayed as tree using the leafs as
faults. In the case if the respirator leaf one and two can be
the faults of the motor and a valve and the leafs three to five
can be faults of the power supply and two emergency batteries

therefore a fault of motor or valve will let the system fail but
in case of the power supply both emergency batteries must
also fail.

The automated generation of these trees are part of cur-
rently active research and the approaches will be discussed in
section V-B.

The FMEA is a different approach which analyses the
effects of failures in the system. To do so this technique is
taking the possible incoming failures and the possible internal
faults for a component and analyses the outgoing effects.
Therefore this technique is working bottom-up and works in
the opposite direction of the FTA.

To complement this procedure Schmittner published with
[12] a new approach which added vulnerability analysis to the
FMEA. This Failure Mode, Vulnerability and Effects Analysis
(FMVEA) allows the analyst to take the security factor into the
analysis. This concept is nowadays more and more important
since safety-critical systems become more and more connected.

Both techniques are used to ensure safety and reliability
in current systems ([11]). The usage of both techniques is
required to reach the requirements for a product certification.

Before continuing with the resent approaches the technique
of fault injection should be mentioned. Fault injection like done
with the MODIFI concept by Svenningsson ([13]) analyses
failure propagation. Therefore a component of the system is set
into a fault condition. This can be done on an implementation
of the system or in the model. The effect of the fault is then
analysed and documented. These techniques are more or less
tests and should be seen as alternative for techniques like FTA
and FMEA.

V. APPROACHES IN LITERATURE

The basics of the last sections are the foundation for the
current research approaches. Before going into detail with an
approach it should be mentioned that this is a special field of
research. The work of Leveson in [11] is for example is based
on analyses of incidents that are caused by mistakes in the
safety analysis. Most of these incidents are responsible for the
death of more than hundred people.

Since this task is so critical the analysis of a system are
mostly done in secret and the results are not published (to
prevent possible law suits). Also the process of introducing
new methods is slowly since they are used on systems like
cars, planes, chemical and nuclear plans, and safety-critical
medical equipment. These products have a long product life
cycle and the quality of the techniques is normally first seen
a few years after the start of the active use of the system.
Therefore the community is really conservative and some new
approaches are based on small changes done to approaches
which came out a decade ago.

However there was a lot of research in the last years due to
changes in modelling processes. The current research branches
will therefore be organised in different sub sections. Section
V-A will describe current approaches to deal with MBSA using
UML with profiles which enrich the models with important
informations. In section V-B an additional UML profile will
be presented and an approach to synthesis a fault trees out
of the model. Approaches dealing with SysML and FMEAs
and FTAs will be presented in section V-C. A concept using
a formal language for analysing a system in combination with



Figure 4. Lauer’s meta-model definition of the architecture model.
Source: [2]

a SysML model will be presented in section V-D. The last
section V-E will introduce two concepts using a different
modelling technique which is not developed by the OMG.

A. UML Profiles for Embedded Systems
The OMG published a UML profile to deal with real-time

embedded systems. The ”Modelling and Analysis of Real-
Time and Embedded Systems” (MARTE) can be used to enrich
UML models with required informations about schedulability
and other important informations like concurrency and dead-
line specifications ([14]).

Based on the MARTE profile Bernardi published with
[15] a UML profile for dependability analysis of real-time
embedded systems. This profile is based on the OMG approach
and is adding additional stereotypes for dependability. This
allows the software engineer to let his system safety be
analysed by tools.

The approach however is developed for software engineer-
ing and is not particularly designed to be used for hardware.
On the other hand some of the concepts to model error
detection and reparation might be adaptable for the analysation
of hardware.

As an alternative the white paper [16] of Douglass pre-
sented an approach to describe a system on the structural hard-
ware level which allows an automated fault tree generation. As
an example Douglass uses a anesthesia machine for surgeries
and describes how the UML profile can be used to generate the
fault tree and to calculate the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)
and the total risk of the system.

While Bernardi’s approach allows to analyse and verify
software described by various UML diagram types the ap-
proach of Douglass gives a more simpler solution using UML
relationship diagrams. According to Lauer ([2]) Bernardi’s
MARTE adaptation is also able to provide a tool with all
the required informations to do analyses on the structure of
a system’s hardware. However the approach of Douglass is
more determined for this specific objective of the structure
analysis.

B. Synthesising Fault Trees using UML Models
In the publication [2] of Lauer a concept of synthesising

fault trees out of UML profiles was described. To do the
analysis Lauer used a reduced version of the UML profile
of Bernardi. The objective of Lauer was to develop an UML

profile which is capable of holding informations for techniques
like FMEA and FTA. This reduced profile is based on the
meta-model shown in figure 4.

This model is using a strongly reduced set of informations
compared with the concepts of Bernardi and Douglass. The
basic element of this concept is the fault. Faults contain
a name, a description, and a probability. Informations like
effects, severity, and risk are not included.

In this profile a component has a FaultDetection. This
FaultDetection is able to react on several Faults by using Fault-
DetectionFacilities which are knowing a Fault and possible
FaultOrigins. Therefore a component organised as a Class is
able to detect faults and deal with them. Finally combined
in a model with a few additional informations about the
allocation and dependency of components a model can be used
to synthesis a fault tree.

Using this profile as foundation of the work Lauer de-
scribed the required algorithms to synthesis the fault tree.
For displaying the fault tree he suggested an open source
tool called openFTA45. Therefore the results can be used with
already existing tool support.

C. FTA and FMEA Using SysML
Mhenni introduced a concept of doing MBSA using SysML

structural diagrams ([17], [18], [19], [20], [21]). The concept
supports techniques like FTA, FMEA, and Functional Failure
Analysis (FFA) ([22]). Like the approaches of Douglass and
Lauer Mhenni’s concept is designed to work for mechatronic
systems.

Mhenni’s work started with [17] as a first analysis of
the work of David [23]. The background designed by David
was a process for automated FMEA synthesis out of SysML
diagrams. This process should allow the engineer to generate
the required tables for a FMEA. The concept however was not
designed to do more than just the generation of the tables for
the FMEA. The meta-model in David’s profile didn’t include
any kind of mitigation ability or fault detection.

As a result Mhenni defined some requirements for the
profile and the process. As goals Mhenni defined among other
things the ability to do quantitativ analyses and the ability to
deal with failure combinations which weren’t include in the
work of David.

The result is a profile which was introduced in [21]. This
profile can deal with fault detection. It allows the engineer
to automatically generate fault trees and prepare tables for an
FMEA. Also the meta-model does include fields for informa-
tions that can be used to do a quantitative analyses of the
model and determine the probability of a fault. To do so the
work of Bernardi’s [15] was combined with David’s concepts
from [23].

An independent approach did Pearce together with the ear-
lier mentioned Friedenthal [24]. The objective of this approach
was to combine the model with an FMEA. The meta-model of
their profile however doesn’t support more. It is designed to be
synchronised with Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets and doesn’t
have the complexity of the approaches of Mhenni and David.

4http://www.openfta.com/
5openFTA and equal tools use standard file formats for storing the infor-

mations about the trees.



D. Verification of SysML Models

Arnold introduced with [25] the AltaRica language. This
language allows the user to describe concurrent systems. The
language was particularly designed to work with safety-critical
systems. As a result the language can be used to describe
systems and use tools to verify the behaviour in conditions of
faults to verify safety and reliability requirements of a system.

As problem with AltaRica describes Helle in [3] the
separation of development model and test model. AltaRica
models are written after a system has been designed with
another language like SysML. Therefore it requires additional
work to maintain the actuality of the AltaRica model for
verification. To solve this problem Helle introduced a concept
to generate the AltaRica model automatically out of a SysML
model.

As a proof of concept Helle used a smoke detector system.
In the example all components were enriched with failure rates
and the system was given a fixed structure. Using two different
behaviours for the system the tool was able to calculate the
system failure rates and give as a result informations about the
verification of the required failure rates.

Differing from the previous approaches the concept of
Helle is not preparing informations for a analysis by safety
analysts or engineers. This approach requires concrete numbers
of failure rates and maximal failure rates. In consequence the
engineer can design his system and gets a feedback without
consulting safety analysts for following steps.

E. Analyses using Simulink Models

In section IV-B the work of Svenningsson was already
mentioned ([13]). The approach was a model-implemented
fault injection tool and the result was called MODIFI. MODIFI
allows the user to develop his software using Simulink6 and
then let it be tested with automated fault injections. The tool
might be developed for safety-critical software but the concepts
of simulating hardware faults based on a behaviour model can
be useful.

Also using Simulink models Oertel developed with [26]
an approach to analyse structure modelled with Simulink. The
concept is designed to do FTAs as well as fault injection
experiments. To do so Oertel uses a technique called safety
contracts. The safety contracts are using a slim semantic to
describe dependencies between components and events. As a
result it is possible to generate fault trees and do fault injection
experiments. The experiments and analyses can be done on
models of hardware as well as on models of software. Analyses
like FMEA however are not supported by the concept.

Oertel describes the contract system as capable of doing
top-down analyses and experiments like a FTA and also button-
up analyses and experiments like the fault injection. For
analyses like an FMEA additional informations are required
which are not included in the contracts. But if the models
would be enriched with detailed informations of failure modes
and the effects it would be possible to generate an FMEA out
of the model.

6http://de.mathworks.com/products/simulink/

VI. CONCLUSION

There are many approaches in research, development, and
use. Most of them are based on models build with UML or
SysML. Other techniques for modelling are also in use but the
most effort seemed to be put into concepts using one of the
OMG languages. This speaks for the success in raising market
shares of both languages in the field of system engineering.

The ability of both languages to describe complex mecha-
tronic in a standardised way made them to a kind of standard
for the industry. The fields they can be used in are various.
The presented examples in the papers which were introduced
in this work are going from small medical devices over cars
to planes and submarines. The ability to deal with this variety
combined with equal requirements for safety is probably the
factor which pushed the development in the field of the MBSA
in the last years.

The problem using the UML or SysML for the final objec-
tive of this work is the wide range of supported functions. Both
can describe really complex system in sometimes different
ways. As a result both languages are complex in use and might
bring more features than required for a specific purpose. This
doesn’t meet the requirements for describing a circuit schema.
On the other hand the structure diagrams of the SysML are
comparable to the models used in circuit development (see
figure 1). Therefore the concepts using the SysML structure
diagrams can be transferred into a new approach for circuit
development.

The approaches using Simulink look more or less the same
like the ones used in circuit development and do support
hierarchical organisation of the design like Eagle and the OMG
languages.

Despite the importance of a correct model display the
informations required for the safety and reliability analyses are
more important for the complete process. For these required
informations all previous approaches deliver some concepts
and suggestions. For instance the UML profiles are designed to
enrich UML models but the dependencies and the informations
about the safety and reliability can be used as background for
work with another model language.

Analysing these profiles more closely for the requirements
of the future work the MARTE profile didn’t meet any of the
requirements. This profile doesn’t contain the required infor-
mations for modelling the safety aspects. The update to the
MARTE profile done by Bernardi can be used since required
informations are included in the profile. It also allows to do
quantitativ analyses to calculate the total risk for example.
For an effective use the profile must be analysed and the
additional informations required for analysing software should
be removed.

Dougless’s work as alternative to Bernardi’s work can be
used directly. The proof of concept was directly delivered and
a manual for practical use is available. Dougless’s profile does
bring everything required to do FTAs but for being used as
base for the future work it must be checked how effective it
can be used to do bottom-up analyses since his approach only
bases on a top-down FTA.

As a more light weight profile the Lauer approach can be
seen. The approach is more handy and focuses more on the
faults itself, their detection, and their propagation. Even when



Lauer’s profile doesn’t get used his algorithms for synthesising
the fault trees can be used.

Under the concepts using SysML the profile of Pearce
didn’t bring any further aspects that can be used in the work.
For the submarine in the example it might be an improvement
of the workflow but taking the objectives of the future work
in account this approach doesn’t bring any use. Therefore the
focus should be put on the alternatives like the work of David
or Mhenni.

Since the work of Mhenni is based on David’s and also
Bernardi’s approaches the work of Mhenni might be one of the
most promising approaches. It supports top-down and bottom-
up analyses, FTA and FMEA can be done with it, and might
be capable of being used for fault injection experiments.

Alternatively the work done by Helle can be used. His work
is differing strongly since he doesn’t make use of analyses like
FMEA and FTA. Using AltaRica with component failure rates,
structural, and behaviour models the system can be analysed
against concrete failure rates the system should satisfy. The
failure rates can be taken from the supplier or from special doc-
uments like the military handbook MIL-HDBK-217F7 which
describes failure rates and error probabilities of components
like transistors, memory banks, and micro-controllers. For the
use in the future work it must therefore be guaranteed that
the developer gets these informations. Since it is not normal
that the suppliers like Farnell8 add these informations of their
goods it might get problematic. These kinds of informations
are normally delivered for bigger machine components like
motors but not for small components like motor-driver ICs.

Also an interesting approach was done by Svenningsson
with MODIFI. MODIFI might not be interesting for the
work for his test techniques it is more interesting for the
automatism that is used to generate tests cases. This can
be useful in combination with other approaches to generate
test automatically. The other approach using Simulink was
presented by Oertel. Oertel’s concept using safety contracts can
be used as alternative to the concepts presented with profiles
for UML and SysML. The contract system supports FTA and
fault injection and can probably be enriched to do analyses
like an FMEA.

In total Oertel’s, Helle’s, Lauer’s, and Mhenni’s approaches
are all possible basements for future work and should be tested,
analysed, and compared in detail.

Some points were mentioned in the different publications
and should be a focus part during the comparison. For example
did Lauer and Oertel describe in [2] and [27] that one of
the biggest issues the variability of the components is. It is
common practices to use the same sub components in different
projects. Therefore the technique needs to be able to deal with
this variability and should be designed in a way that every
system needs to be set up from the beginning without any
kind of library for components.

Also it should be analysed how the techniques can deal
with multiple errors. For that Xiao describes in [28] a basic
principe and also Young ([29]) and Leveson ([11]) promote
that a technique must be able to deal with multiple errors.
Therefore it must be taken in account for the up coming work.

7http://www.sre.org/pubs/Mil-Hdbk-217F.pdf
8http://de.farnell.com/

VII. FOLLOWING STEPS

Based on the research the following steps can be defined.
As first step the possible failure modes which should be
detected and analysed must be determined. These can be
failure modes like a delay in a data transmission between two
components or an occurrence of over current. These are the
necessary basics for the later project.

Aware of the required failure modes the approaches of Oer-
tel, Helle, Lauer, and Mhenni should be tested and analysed.
Questions are if they detect all the required failures, how they
deal with multiple errors, in which way they support variability,
the amount of work they require for doing the analyses, and
how easy they are to understand. Particularly the last points are
important for the practical field. If the system is too complex to
understand or there is too much work to do with no adequate
result it may never deploy on the market.

An additional question which should be checked is how the
system should deal with security. As mentioned by Schmittner
([12]) security plays nowadays a more important role in the
development of embedded system. Connected cars and maybe
connected traffic lights need to deal with security aspects. The
question is thereby if the hardware should be involved as a
factor and should a controller conntected to the internet be
seen as a component with additional failure modes like an
external takeover.

After dealing with these questions and defining the re-
quirements for the final technique the final steps consist of
the development of the necessary profile for the components,
selecting the chosen analyses and tests, and combine them in
a way that they can be used by tools like Eagle.
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